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PROJECT:TALK is a Community Interest Company founded by

Bristol University students. 

We are on a mission to change the way we view mental health

by pioneering mental fitness in communities across the UK.

Mental fitness is like physical fitness. By proactively preparing

our minds with the resources it will need when it's under stress,

as you would physically train your body when preparing for a

marathon, we are better able to navigate difficult situations

when they arise or seize opportunities presented to us. One of

the most pertinent contributing factors to our mental fitness is

the support network and resources that surround each one of

us. It is here that we focus our work.

We are well on our way towards achieving this goal, enacting

change through our training programmes, community events,

campaigns and schemes. We also have a growing network of

UK university societies who are helping us to achieve our

mission within both universities and their local communities.

We use our profits to fund passionately led mental fitness

initiatives in the communities with whom we work.

ABOUT PROJECT:TALK

#MENTALFITNESSMONTH

WWW.PROJECTTALK.ORG.UK @PROJECTTALKCIC

http://www.projecttalk.org.uk/mentalfitnessmonth


Throughout May 2021 we are running our first annual Mental Fitness Month, to

raise awareness of the importance of mental fitness and our surroundings. 

Within this month we will be conducting training sessions, organising workshops and sharing

inspirational stories of mental fitness. 

Our headline event 'Around Your Mind', will take centre stage, leading participants on a journey

around the world to learn how our environment has a profound impact on our mental fitness.

We hope that this will allow us to connect with our own minds, and with the diverse

communities to which we belong. We're seeking to partner with communities across the nation

throughout the month, inspiring them to pioneer mental fitness in their own unique way. We

need you to help us! 

Alongside the educational materials and uplifting stories, you can win travel-themed prizes for hitting

distance or donation milestones, e.g 100km/150km or £100/£200. These prizes will be kindly donated

by our event sponsors and prize details will be released at the start of the event. . 

T H E
H E A D L I N E  E V E N T :

M E N T A L  F I T N E S S  M O N T H

Around Your Mind TARGET: 15 COUNTRIES | 15,000 KMs | £5,000

We believe taking part in physical activity, directly affects and improves our mental wellbeing. Our virtual

'Around Your Mind' event serves to amplify this message and get as many people involved as we can.

We are challenging you to get out and get active. The activities you take part in will contribute to a

collective goal of travelling 15,000km. Every kilometre achieved will reflect a kilometre travelled, taking

us on a virtual journey around the world. We will stop off and visit different countries at each milestone,

to learn about their culture and the environments that affect their mental fitness. You will receive a

travel guide including 'must see' landmarks and experiences unique to the country, including recipes to

help explore the native cuisine.

WHY

WHAT

HOW
Sign up at www.projecttalk.org.uk/mentalfitnessmonth > click register > follow Enthuse page

Register with Strava for FREE to automatically or manually add your KMs & get fundraising!

PRIZES

https://www.projecttalk.org.uk/mentalfitnessmonth
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What we do.

Fundraising steps.

Thank you for choosing to fundraise for PROJECT:TALK, every pound you raise will make a huge

difference to the work we do. Together we can work towards a world where the health of our minds is

given just as much support and priority as that of our bodies. 

PROJECT:TALK is a community interest company who wish to provide an effective solution for

organisations to support the mental fitness and well-being of their communities. Mental fitness is like

physical fitness. Mental fitness is like physical fitness. By proactively preparing our minds with the

resources it will need when it's under stress, as you would physically train your body when preparing

for a marathon, we are better able to navigate difficult situations when they arise or seize

opportunities presented to us. One of the most pertinent contributing factors to our mental fitness is

the support network and resources that surround each one of us. 

We strive towards building a community where we are are aware, proactive and well-resourced when it

comes to mental fitness and wellbeing, and no longer feel pressure to wait until things have got on

top of us before we start prioritising our mental health, seek and are met with the support we need.

Our overarching mission is to change the way we view mental health by pioneering mental fitness.

Go to our approved fundraising website, Enthuse. Select Register to take part and set up your

fundraising page. 

Follow the instructions to set up your page, and connect to your Strava account to allow easy

tracking of your progress. 

Choose your fundraising target (it can be as big or as small as you like, just as long it’s a

challenge!).

Tell people why you are fundraising for PROJECT:TALK – below is an example you can use to

show how they can make a difference to the lives of many.

Once your page is set up, email the link to your friends, family and colleagues, link to your

facebook page and tweet about it. We have included some social media templates for you to use

on the Mental Fitness Month website under 'Resources for Individuals'.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

5. SOcial Media 

TEMPLATES

WWW.PROJECTTALK.ORG.UK/MENTALFITNESSMONTH @PROJECTTALKCIC

https://projecttalk.enthuse.com/cf/around-your-mind
https://register.enthuse.com/ps/event/AroundYourMind
https://www.projecttalk.org.uk/mfm-social-media-templates
https://www.projecttalk.org.uk/mfm-resources
http://www.projecttalk.org.uk/


Over the next month, I will be challenging myself to [insert your activity - walk/ run/ cycle /yoga ][insert number

of km you are aiming to achieve - we suggest 100km, but feel free to as high or as low as you like, just as long

as it’s a challenge!] to help raise money for PROJECT:TALK, a non-profit community organisation dedicated to

changing the way we view mental health by pioneering mental fitness. 

We all experience mental health. And, we will all undoubtedly face challenges to it throughout the complexities of

modern life. We all deserve a supportive community who are proactively equipped with a set of tools and

resources to help us understand, respond to and navigate around these times We must not ignore how anyone

may experience times of intense emotional distress, hopelessness or indeed crisis and acute need. Just in the UK,

suicide is still the leading cause of death in people aged 20-34. Something needs to change, and we believe

change comes when we work together to build more hopeful, compassionate and supportive communities.

PROJECT:TALK work to inspire and empower communities to make their mental fitness a priority, with tools and

resources they can use to better understand and support each other. We also cannot ignore the need for

adequate provision that sits equally with provision in place to help support our physical health.

Any help you can give us goes a really long way. Funds that are not used to help us develop PROJECT:TALK go

towards seeking out and funding community led mental fitness initiatives, for example therapeutic art classes for

students experiencing grief at the University of Bristol pioneered by Olivia. There are so many passionate people

out there with fantastic ideas about how they could best support those around them. PROJECT:TALK supports,

empowers, and funds the transformation of these ideas into reality.

Please consider helping us on our mission today by donating and bringing us closer to our dream of changing the

way we view mental health for good. If you would like to get involved in PROJECT:TALK's mission and get moving

for your mental fitness this may, you can sign up here.

FUNDRAISING KIT
#MENTALFITNESSMONTH

Spread the word.

Social media TEMPLATES.
We have a great selection of social media templates, available on our website. Below are some examples!

WWW.PROJECTTALK.ORG.UK/MENTALFITNESSMONTH @PROJECTTALKCIC

https://www.projecttalk.org.uk/mfm-social-media-templates
http://www.projecttalk.org.uk/mentalfitnessmonth


A 60-minute online workshop from

PROJECT:TALK. We'll take a look at what mental

fitness is, why it's so important, and what we

can do to help each other thrive.

A free taster of our TOOLS TO:TALK Mental

Fitness training with this special edition session.

'WHAT CAN MENTAL FITNESS DO FOR

YOU?'

INTRODUCING TOOLS TO:TALK: 

RACE & CULTURE

TOOLS TO:TALK presents a series of 'Quick

Fire Sessions', with guest speakers exploring

this year's theme.

TIME TO:TALK's online campaign will explore the

importance of our surroundings in our mental

fitness and share inspiring stories from

communities around the world.

QUICK-FIRE SESSIONS AND TALKS DIGITAL TOOLS, TIPS AND STORIES

W h a t  e l s e  i s  h a p p e n i n g ?

SHARE A SOCIAL MEDIA POST ABOUT MENTAL
FITNESS USING ONE OF OUR TEMPLATES

JOIN THE AROUND YOUR MIND VIRTUAL EVENT FOR FREE, EITHER

INDIVIDUALLY OR AS A TEAM!

ADD THE MENTAL FITNESS MONTH LOGO TO YOUR
WEBSITE, PAGE OR SOCIAL MEDIA PROFILE

HOLD YOUR OWN EVENT, TALK OR ACTIVITY

WRITE FOR OUR TIME TO:TALK BLOG

ENGAGE WITH US ON SOCIAL MEDIA

RUN A SOCIAL MEDIA CAMPAIGN

DONATE TO PROJECT:TALK

RELEASE A MESSAGE ABOUT HOW YOUR COMMUNITY

SUPPORTS MENTAL FITNESS

g e t  i n v o l v e d

WWW.PROJECTTALK.ORG.UK/MENTALFITNESSMONTH @PROJECTTALKCIC

http://www.projecttalk.org.uk/mentalfitnessmonth
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